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A Message for October 2023 

A Month of Value 
 

From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as you are 
moving into new parameters in your life and opening up to new aspects of your life as you 
transition from your month of September into your month of October.  Your month of 
September was a continuation of a transition period, moving into a greater depth of self, a 
greater depth of knowing the self and releasing old aspects of the self as well as old habits, 
patterns, rituals and behaviors. You are now opening up to the fruition of self out into the 
world as you move into your month of October. It is a month of new beginnings as well as 
continuing ending old aspects in your life. There are various endings in your life. Old 
relationships are ending, including the old relationship you are having with your self. 
Opening up to a new love of self and a new value of self.  
 
Many are moving into the month of October and beginning to understand in the depth 
and breadth of their beingness and in their heart space the value of themselves in the 
world and in relationships. Understanding the value as well of their talents, gifts and 
abilities as they move out into the world giving their talents, gifts and abilities. 
 
In many ways your month of October is a month of value. What do you value in your life? 
What relationships do you value in your life where there is an equal balance of giving and 
receiving? Your month of October is also about giving and receiving love. Many are now 
opening up to the grandness and greatness of their heart space, their soul space and 
beginning to receive love from outside of themselves. Receiving love in relationships. 
Receiving love where their talents and gifts are concerned when other praise them. And as 
you receive this love you move into a state of fulfilment in life as opposed to looking 
outside of yourself for that praise and for your value.  
 
Many now are moving within. And thus as We said to you in your month of September, 
moving into a multi-dimensional beingness of who they are, not a singular self. Many are 
now realizing that they are a multitude of personalties within them. Multitudes of 
individuated souls within themselves in the human form and condition. You are multi-
versatile. Many are realizing the versatility of themselves where they are not only this or 
that but they are many things that have transpired in many lifetimes moving into this 
lifetime in the human form.  
 
Your month of October is a month of fulfilment, a month of opening your heart space to 
receive love and beginning to move out into the world without the mask in place or 



aspects of the mask. Realizing that you no longer need to prove who you are in the world 
you can just be who you are.  
 
Your month if October is a renaissance of self. Seeing the endings of the old relationships 
that are no longer needed based upon the new sense of self and a new sense of value of 
self.  Many now are moving from the outer to the inner. We have said this many times 
before on your journey on the pathway in life through your personal process. Yet now as 
you move into your month of October what is coming to the fore is a greater sense of who 
you are, a great sense of the value of who you are that emanates from the inner aspect of 
yourself. You are no longer looking outside of you for validation and gratification. We 
have said this many times as well but you are moving now to a deeper level of that where 
you are now being it. You are now being who you are.  You are now realizing the full 
beingness of who you are. As you move into your month of October it is time to harvest 
that. Harvest the beingness of who you are. Move into the gratefulness of who you are.  
 
Look at the relationships you are having outside of yourself and see what relationships 
champion the beingness of who you are, champion your highest good. Many relationships 
are ending as you are ending the old relationship you have had with yourself. And as we 
said to you in your month of September, the models are beginning to disintegrate. What 
you have viewed the world to be, what you have viewed the relationships you are 
supposed to have and what your life should or could be based upon the old models this is 
beginning to disintegrate within you.  As are the memories of the old habits, patterns 
rituals and behaviors. Many are looking at how did I ever perpetrate that behavior? This is 
because you have moved to a new state of being, a higher resonance of self. Where you 
have purged the old memory, the energy attached to the old memories from your physical 
beingness through the personal process. Through honoring and valuing the wounded 
child. Through the nurturing of self. Now moving into the fruition of the adult state where 
you can differentiate between the wounds of the child and the adult in the here and now.  
 
You are now moving into the fruition of the new relationship with self. A new relationship 
with self that resonates and vibrates within your heart space. Now moving into a new 
aspect of your soul plan. This is what We meant when We said to you that your month of 
August and your first two weeks of September would be a transition period. Many have 
realized that as you moved through your month of September how you eased slowly out 
of the old habits, patterns, rituals and behaviors. And the memories of the old habits, 
patterns, rituals and behaviors have disintegrated. The old models of what life should be 
or could be or who you should be or what relationships should be based upon those old 
models are breaking up and disintegrating in many ways.  
 
Now as you move into your month of October it is a month of Fruition, the fruition of 
having what you say you want. Having what is on those lists we had asked you to make. 
Having everything in your life that raises your resonance and vibration.  
 



What has transpired in your life in your month of August and September is much of the 
old that no longer supports the new you has left, has departed. Many in your life have left 
and departed based upon the new you. The new you of who you are. The new you 
standing in your greatness and grandness of valuing yourself. 
 
We ask you as you move into your month of October to see where you are valuing who 
you are. Valuing your talents, gifts and abilities. And as you value who you are and your 
talents, gifts and abilities you can begin to look at where there is a balance of giving and 
receiving in your relationships. A balance of giving and receiving in your life. It is not 
about measuring your relationships. It is simply seeing where there is a balance of giving 
and receiving in your life. As you be who you are and give that to the world is there a 
balance of receiving?  Where are you open in your heart space to receive?  
 
Many have moved to a place of understanding not in their mental body the concepts of it 
but being it. Being giving and being receiving. I am receiving and thus feeling a fulfilment 
within me. What are the feelings that are transpiring as you receive love? Many now are 
realizing the old habits, patterns and rituals of keeping love at arms length. But now they 
know they are worthy through the value of themselves that they are loved for who they 
are.    
 
As you move into the month of October look at relationships past, present and future see 
what resonates for you and what doesn’t resonate for you.  Look at relationships that have 
ended, that have come to a close. Look at those relationships, not scrutinizing them but 
look at the relationship and see what it has given you and what you have given it. Be with 
this. The relationships that are ending are so in the soul plan of the other and yours as 
well. Move into the feelings of that relationship. Ask yourself, did that relationship raise 
my resonance and vibration, did it support my highest good, and see where there was a 
balance of giving and receiving. It is about relationships past, present and future. If you 
look at the relationships of the past and present they will predicate the relationships you 
will be having in the future.  
 
As old relationships end, no matter how they end, see where they served you, where you 
served it, where you served an other and know that the relationship was perfect as it was. 
The relationships you are having now are perfect as they are. The memories and doing this 
is allowing you to look at these relationships for they will predicate the relationships you 
will have in the future.    
                            
 


